RED HILL SCHOOL
RECEPTION CLASSES

WOW STARS

Please find below a blank ‘WOW star’. Please use these to tell us something your child has done that has made you say ‘WOW!’ You can write a comment and/or stick a picture or photo on the star.

We will display the stars in school and keep them as a record of their achievements at home. Please add the date and your child’s name and we would really appreciate if you have time to cut the star out before sending it in. Once you send a WOW star into school we will send a new blank star home for the next achievement. Please send in stars as and when things occur. This might be approximately once a week or something that you complete over the holidays.

Some examples might be:
- helping with the DIY and using a hammer or measuring tape
- taking care of friends/relatives pets
- visiting a place of interest and comments they make/questions they ask whilst there
- getting themselves dressed for school without help
- good behaviour on a day out
- scoring a goal at a football match
- performing a song or dance to their grandparents
- customs or family traditions they take part in
- Lego models built/pictures drawn etc

We are particularly interested in things the children do which we may not see at school.
We ask that the children do not bring in any other achievements/items from home unless accompanied by a wow star.

Many thanks for your support

Reception Team